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1.0 Purpose:   

1)  To create a game that brings Glory to God, Jesus and the Holy Spirit. 

2)  To create a game that mimics the talking, preaching and sharing of the Gospel.  

3)  To create a game that shares scripture. 

4)  To create a game that is fun for Christians to play. 

 
 

2.0 Objective: 
The objective of Gospel: The GameTM is to be the first to reach spiritual maturity.  This is achieved 
by walking out your Christianity (i.e. sharing, reading scripture, playing divine or spiritual events, 
etc.).  The first player to achieve spiritual maturity wins the game (more on this in victory conditions). 

 
 

3.0 Introduction: 
As Christians or Believers in Christ, we are called to "Go therefore and make disciples of all the 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit." (Matt 28:19)  
This called the Great Commission is the basic mission of all Christians.  With this in mind, any and 
all resources available are helpful in achieving that goal.  I believe this game was sent by inspiration 
of God for three reasons.   
 
1) To use this game as an icebreaker with a non-believer.  
2) To be enjoyed by believers as a fun activity. 
3) To be enjoyed by believers for learning Scripture. 
 
I hope and pray that the game will work on all of these goals. 
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4.0 Card Design: 
The basic cards will consist of five different types of cards.  
 

4.1 Card Type Description: 

Type Attributes Description Example 

Character Holy, Unholy, 
Charisma, 
Spiritual Warrior 

Depicts a Holy (Christian), unholy 
(Worldly) or Neutral person or a Biblical 
character.  This card is the meat of the 
game.  It can only be played during your 
turn and remains in play until the end of 
game, discharged or ordered by a card to 
leave played. 

Pastor, 
Elder, 
Spouse 

Spiritual Holy, Unholy Depicts a Holy, Unholy or Neutral Spiritual 
effects.  This card can only be played 
during your turn and remains in play until 
end of turn. 

Fervor, 
Marriage 

Empowerment, 
Empower 
Target  

Holy, Unholy Depicts a Holy, Unholy or Neutral 
character or player empowering.  This 
card can only be played during your turn 
and remains in play until the end of game 
unless otherwise specified by the card or 
another card played.  

Armor of 
God, 
Baptism of 
the Holy 
Spirit 

Location N/A Depicts the physical location where you 
are interacting with others (i.e. sharing, 
playing divine cards, etc.).  This card type 
is to allow for the added benefit of specific 
locales to your spiritual growth.  There 
does not need to be a location card in 
play. 

Jerusalem, 
Ephesus, 
Church 

Divine Holy, Unholy Depicts a Holy, Unholy or Neutral Divine 
style Event.  Loosely like an Act of God 
event.  This card can be played at any 
time during the game that you can pay 
the cost of the card.  This card will remain 
in play until end of turn. 

Act of God, 
Holy Spirit 

Resource < One or more 
of each type of 
color > 

These are the cards that will be your 
power for bringing cards into play.    This 
card is used at any time during the game 
to draw spiritual resources; however, it 
can only be brought in play during your 
turn. 

Faith, 
Prayer, 
Fasting, 
Purity, Love 

Spiritual 
Challenge 

N/A These are the cards that will be used for 
the Challenge part of the Christian Walk 
Stage. 

Scripture 
Challenge 1 

 

Note: 
The attributes may or may not exist for each type of card.  For example, the Christian card 
is a character card that is neither Holy, Unholy nor Biblical.  It is just a character card. 

 
a)  An Empowerment card is a card that can only be played during your turn and remains in play 

until end of game, or character it enhances leaves play, or instructed by another card, or where 
applicable removed from play by you. 
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b)  A Character card is the meat card in the game.  These cards are played (once there cost in 
resource points is paid) during your turn (although abilities of characters in play function like an 
event) and remain until end of game, or discharged during Sharing the Gospel, or until 
instructed by another card.   

 

Note: 
Some Character cards will have special abilities noted on the card, and those abilities 
supercede the game rules. 

 

c)  A Spiritual Card is exactly like a Divine Effect except that it can only be played on your turn. 

d)  A Divine Event is an instant action card that can be played at any time.  Each Divine Event 
card will describe its individual action and is discharged as soon as it is played.  For timing 
purposes, Event resolution work on a LaPFiR (Last Played First Resolved) priority.  The affects 
of a Divine card remain until end of turn unless otherwise stated on the card. 

e)  A Location card is a card that signifies a specific locale when playing.   This is to allow for the 
introduction of benefits that come from location.  For example, a church will have more of an 
affect on preaching then say a college campus.  The location cards in a small way allow for this.  
There does not need to be a location card in play. 

f)  Resource Cards are the most basic cards in the game.  These cards allow you to Utilize (by 
flipping the card over) spiritual power points that you will use to pay for other cards type to be 
put in play.  You may only drawn the given amount of spiritual power points from a resource 
card once per turn. 

g)  Scripture Challenge cards are the cards that contain three different scriptures to be used for 
the chance to challenge an opponent during your turn. 
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Name Symbol Color Spiritual 
Resource Point 

Produced  
or Needed 

Faith 

 

Yellow 1 Faith 

Love 

 

Red 1 Love 

Fasting 

 

Orange 1 Fasting 

Pure, 
Purity 

 

Blue 1 Purity 

Prayer 

 

Green 1 Prayer 

Neutral 

 

Rainbow 1 Neutral (Any color) 

Neutral X 

 

Rainbow X (number of) Neutral 
(Any color) 

Use 

 

N/A N/A 

 

Note: 
The Neutral X will not be found on a resource card; however, it will be found on the cost 
section either for a specific card or ability of that card. 

 
 

Note: 
The Use symbol is a special symbol that indicates that the card must be used (i.e. place a 
used token on the card) to activate ability.  The use symbol will only appear in the ability 
section of a card and is not part of the card cost.  However, it is related to spiritual 
resources and thus the reason for mentioning it here.  There will be more information on 
using cards. 

 
The game will utilize resource cards of these colors.  Each color produces a specific type of 
Spiritual Resource Point (in each case you have a choice as to how each spiritual resource 
point is used either for sharing, divine events, etc.) which when drawn from the card allow for 
other cards to come into play or use an ability.   
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Note: 
All spiritual resources can be used for any and all facets of the game where there is a call 
for spiritual resources.  Sometimes a spiritual resource will be used for a negative effect.  
The thought and justification come from the fact that all of these qualities can be either from 
God or from Evil.  For example, a person may have a strong faith but in a false religion and 
therefore be negative toward spiritual growth. 

 

 

4.2 Spiritual Resources: 
This section describes the reasoning of why each of the Spiritual resources was chosen as the key 
parts of the game.  Hopefully this will answer any questions as to why a certain spiritual resource 
was chosen over another.   
a) Faith:  "And the Lord said, if ye had faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye might say unto this 

sycamore tree, be thou plucked up by the root, and be thou planted in the sea; and it should 
obey you." (Luke 17:6). 

b) Love:  "…But the greatest of these is love." (1 Cor 13:13b, NASB)  Love is another spiritual key 
to a believer.  "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever 
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." (John 3:16) 

c) Fasting:  "So we fasted and sought our God concerning this matter, and He listened to our 
entreaty." (Ezra 8:23)  Fasting is important part of a believers walk with God. 

d) Pure:  Pure or Just.  "Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God." (Matt 5:8)  There 
are many scriptures as to how we should strive to be pure and just. 

e) Prayer:  "…The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much." (James 5:16)  
Even soften the hearts of non-believers toward Christ.    

f) Neutral:  This is a bit misleading.  Neutral means that the card is not easily classified under one 
of the previously listed spiritual resources or is linked to two or more primary resources.  
Another view of neutral spiritual resources are resources that can come from any of the 
previously listed spiritual resources (I.E. an Elder cost 2 prayer resources and 2 neutral 
meaning two of any other spiritual resource including prayer, love, fasting and pure resources.  
This will become clearer in the sample game section).  Strictly Neutral cards will have a rainbow 
background.  One final note on neutral spiritual resources, neutral resources can come from 
any other spiritual resource, but neutral resources cannot be used for any other spiritual 
resources.  For example, faith can be utilized for cards that require neutral resources, but a 
card that produces neutral resources cannot be used for a card that requires faith resource. 

 

4.3 Card Graphics Breakdown: 
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4.3.1 General Card Type 
 

 

 
(Sample Card) 

 

Explanation See Section In Our Example 

Ability 7.0  Things of Other Note:  

Attributes 7.4  Attributes: None 

Background 4.2 Spiritual Resources: Faith/Yellow 

Card Artwork N/A N/A 

Card Cost 4.2 Spiritual Resources: Faith = 3 
Neutral = 3 

Card Name N/A Elder 

Card Type 4.1 Card Type Description: Character 

Category 7.5  Category: None. 

Expansion 7.8  Expansions: None. 

Illustrator Name N/A Patrick R. Aquilone 

Rarity 7.6  Deck Construction: Uncommon Symbol 

Scripture N/A Acts 14:23 

Strength 5.6  Sharing the Gospel: Sharing Strength= 3 
Listening Strength= 3  

 
Further Notes on Cards: 
1) Use Symbol:  The use symbol appears in the cost for the ability.  This means that to use the 

ability the character will be in use for the remaining part of the round.  To symbolize this, place 
a use token on the card.  This will signify to all players that the card is being used for the ability 
and cannot partake in any other action for the remainder of the round.  This means that this 
character will remain not available until the Opening Prayer stage of your next turn. 

2) Sharing and Listening Strengths:  The preaching and listening strengths will be discussed 
later in the section on Sharing the Gospel.  The format for which number is which is the 
following: <Sharing Strength> : <Listening Strength>. 

Attributes 

Strength 

Rarity 
Card 
Name 

Card 
Cost 

Card Type 

Ability 

Scripture 

Card 
Artwork 

Category 

Background 

Expansion 

Illustrator Name 
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3) The Neutral X symbol here is important.  The ability allows this character to aid another 
character X points of listening ability.  This means that by using X resources of any spiritual 
resource you have available, you can aid another character for X points of listening ability.  For 
example, if you have 2 prayer resources plus 3 faith resources then you could aid a maximum 
of 4 points (the one faith resource needed in the cost plus the X of any resource). 

4) You can tell from both the background color and the cost listing (whether the card only requires 
prayer and neutral resource) this card is faith card.  Other cards will also be recognized in this 
manner. 

 
 
 

4.3.2  Scripture Challenge Card 
 
 

 
(Sample Card) 

 

Explanation See Section In Our Example 

Background N/A Scripture Challenge/Purple 

Card Name N/A Scripture Challenge 1 

New Testament Scripture 5.8  Challenge John 3:16 

Old Testament Scripture 5.8  Challenge Psalm 23:1 

Random Testament Scripture 5.8  Challenge Genesis 1:1 

Rarity 7.6  Deck Construction: Common Symbol 

 

Note: 
All scripture on a Scripture Challenge card is taken from the King James translation of the 
Bible.  If you are more comfortable with a different translation, then I suggest you have a 
copy of that translation on hand and read the scripture text from your Bible instead of the 
card. 

 

Rarity 
Card 
Name 

Background 

Old 
Testament 
Scripture New 

Testament 
Scripture 

Random 
Scripture 
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5.0  Game Play: 
In the game you will be taking the role of new believer who is seeking spiritual maturity.  Once you 
are setup, the game will proceed in rounds, which are broken down into each player’s turns, which 
are further broken down into the stages of each player’s turn.  A round consists of all players having 
had a turn.  Another way to look at this is that from the Opening Prayer stage of your turn to your 
next Opening Prayer stage is one round.  Each player’s turn consists of a series of stages that are 
followed to allow the player to attempt to reach Spiritual Maturity.  
 
 

5.1  The Role: 
During the course of your Christian walk towards spiritual maturity there will be many events that 
can be uplifting (adding towards your spiritual growth) or obstacles (subtracting or preventing 
spiritual growth).  As an added twist, you can either be a help or a hindrance towards another new 
believer (your opponent) trek towards spiritual maturity.  At the start of the game, you, as the new 
believer, have just accepted Christ.  During the game, you will Share the Gospel to your fellow 
believers (again, your opponent) and will move toward spiritual maturity.  Your opponent may use 
characters and cards to Intercede the Gospel possibly preventing you from gaining any spiritual 
growth that turn (more on this in later). 
 

Note: 
In multiplayer (more then two player) games, this dynamic takes on a new dimension.  
When it is not your turn and one of your opponents chooses to Share the Gospel with 
another opponent (in other words you are not directly involved in the sharing of Christ that 
was declared) you can choose to do any one of the following. 
1) Be an aid to the Sharing Christian if you happen to have some divine cards that you 

are able to play or character abilities that you desire to use. 
2) Be an aid to the Interceding Christian if you happen to have some divine cards that 

you are able to play or character abilities that you desire to use. 
3) Choose to do nothing at all and remain out of the event.  

 
 
 

5.2  The Spiritual Growth Meter (SGM): 
The goal of the game is to achieve Spiritual Maturity.  To symbolize the growing towards that 
goal, a Spiritual Growth Meter is used.  This meter can be a piece of paper to write on, dice, or 
anything else that you have to record your level of Spiritual Growth.  Once you have achieved 
Spiritual Maturity (gaining 33 points of Spiritual Growth), then you have won the game. 
 

Note: 
The number 33 has come from the fact the Jesus walked this earth for about 33 years as a 
man.   

 
Your Spiritual Growth Meter never goes below zero.  If a card forces you to lose Spiritual 
Growth (i.e. backsliding) and after receiving the affect you would be negative on the Spiritual 
Growth Meter then you stop at zero.  This is due to the fact that you can backslide or fail to do 
what God has called you, but you cannot lose your salvation. 
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5.3  Setup: 
Before the start of the game, you must quickly setup first.  Here is the list of what you must do. 

1)  Have created a personal deck from your collection or play with one of the pre-built starter 
decks.  These decks are where you can be creative and inventive, because you choose to tailor 
your deck anyway you want.  So, after you have collected a small or large stock of cards take 
time to review the cards and see what you can come up with. 

2)  Search through you deck to pull out two resource cards.  You may choose any two of the 
primary resource cards (i.e. resource cards that do not require a cost or are not neutral) you like 
being mindful of the design of your deck.  You are required to choose two and only two 
resources regardless of how many types of spiritual resources you have in your deck 
representing your initial spiritual power.  This mimics life in that everyone who becomes a 
believer has some initial spiritual power to draw from that may be praying or fasting etc. 

3)  Pull out a Scripture Challenge card from your deck.  This card will be used later in the Initial 
Growth Challenge. 

4)  Read the scriptures off of each of your resource cards you place in play.  If duplicates exist of a 
resource, decided which one of you will read the scripture.  Each resource card will have its 
scripture read once. 

5)  Thoroughly Shuffle your deck.  You can optionally give your opponent the chance to cut the 
cards.  Cutting is only a courteous. 

6)  Get some dice or a piece of paper to record your Spiritual Growth Meter (SGM) points.  You 
obviously start with zero and attempt to achieve the goal of Spiritual Maturity. 

7)  Decide who will go first.  You may use any method you choose.  (I.E. Roll a die, Paper and 
Scissors, etc.).  Once the first person is determined, play will go around the table clockwise.  
This is not as important in two player games as it is in multiplayer games. 

8)  One of the players makes the following announcement, “Let us play.” 

9)  Initial Growth Challenge: Since everyone comes to Christ with different backgrounds, we 
decided that there should be some way of showing this within the game.  Therefore, the initial 
growth challenge provides a way of determining where you will start (from 0 to 3 points of 
spiritual growth) on the Spiritual Growth Meter.  Each player will now use the Scripture 
Challenge they pulled out earlier.  The player who goes first will then read the player to his left 
the first Scriptures text.  If the asked player can give the book and/or full reference then he/she 
gains one point of Spiritual Growth.  Then proceed to ask the remaining two scriptures scoring 
the same way.  Once the first player is done go clockwise around the table until each player has 
had a chance to answer for three scripture references.  This will give each player his or her 
initial or starting Spiritual Growth.  Some players may start out with zero Spiritual Growth 
and that is completely all right because this only indicates your initial Spiritual Growth.  
Discharge the Scripture Challenge card. 

10) Each player will deal themselves out seven cards (because seven is a common number is 
scripture).  This is your initial hand.   

 

Note: 
If you do not like your initial draw you may ask for Mercy.  If mercy is agreed upon, any and 
all players may choose to reshuffle and redraw their initial hand.  There is no second 
chance for mercy.  The hand you get you are stuck with even if it stinks.  However, this may 
come in handy if your first draw was a really bad hand giving you the chance at a better 
hand.  

 

11) The first player takes his turn. 
 
The game is then divided into rounds, turns and then further into stages of each turn.  A round 
consists of all players having has a turn.  The game will proceed until one player has successfully 
reached Spiritual Maturity at the Closing Prayer stage of his/her turn by having gained enough 
Spiritual Growth.  
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Note: 
The reason you have to wait until the Closing Prayer stage of your turn is that is gives 
other players a chance to know that you are in position to win the game in case they have a 
card they wish to play that may alter your winning of the game this round.  

 
 
 

5.4  Playing Field: 
There is no rules that define how to setup and layout your cards; however, there are several distinct 
areas of the playing field and each player must be aware of them.  Also, if asked you are required 
to explain your playing field to your opponent.  
 
 
 

5.5.1  Areas of the Playing Field: 
1) Hand:  Your hand consists of the cards that you hold in your hand ready to play as the need 

and opportunity arise. 
2) Deck:  The deck is your deck of cards that you have created or taken from the pre-built deck.  

It represents the future of how God is going to work in your Christian Walk during the game. 
3) Discharge:  This is the place where you will place all of the cards that have been discharged 

from play.  It is customary in order to avoid confusion that you place these cards face-up.  That 
way there is not mistaking it for the deck. 

4) Resource Area:  The Resource Area is where you will play all the spiritual resources that come 
into play.  Again, there is no set place for this to exist. 

5) Character Area:  The Character Area represents your main sphere of influence and where you 
place any characters you bring into play. 

6) Other Area:  The Other Area represents where you will play any card that does not play on a 
character, is not a resource and yet still affects the game.  Examples of this are empowerment 
and location cards. 

 
 
 

5.4.2  Playing Field Layout Suggestions: 
 

 
Layout Suggestion Example 1 
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Layout Suggestion Example 2 

 

Note: 
Once again, we want to emphasize that these are only suggestions and you must be ready 
to describe your playing field if asked. 

 
 

 
 
 

5.5  Stages: 

1)  Opening Prayer: In this stage, all cards that were used become unused (i.e. all Tokens are 
removed and all resources are flipped upright).  This is to symbolize how God replenishes us 
during times of praying for preparation. 

 

2)  Worship: This is a special phase that some cards will utilize.  See the cards for what needs to 
be done here if anything. 

 

3)  Praise:  Draw a card.  This is to symbolize how praise increases our spiritual opportunities. 
 

Note: 
Whenever you need to draw a card (whether instructed by a card or during your Praise 
stage), if there are no more cards left to draw from then recycle your discharge pile (i.e. 
shuffle your discharge pile to become your new deck).  This happens every time you run out 
of cards. 

 

4)  Christian Walk:  During this phase you may do any, all or none of the following in any order. 
a) Prayer for Strength:  You may place into play one and only one resource card. 
 
b) Bring a Card into Play:  Play any spiritual, character or empowerment cards that aid 

you.  You may also play any Divine cards because they can be played at any time 
during the game that you have the cost to play it.  Once the cost for the card has been 
payed and this is the first time this card has been played by the player, the player must 
read the scripture on the card out loud.  If the player fails to read the scripture (and it is 
not a duplicate of a card that player has in play) by the end of the turn, they lose one 
point of Spiritual Growth for the missed opportunity. 

 

Note: 
You may play cards that can aid in Sharing the Gospel, Interceding the Gospel, 
preparation, etc. 

 
c) Share the Gospel:  Choose to Share the Gospel (outlined later) with your opponent. 
 
d) Challenge a Player:  Choose to challenge an opponent player (outlined later). 

 

Note: 
There is no specified order to the actions.  You may choose to play a character, Share the 
Gospel and then play a character and an empowerment etc.  You only limitation is the 
amount of Spiritual Resources that you have to play with this turn. 

 

5)  Repentance and Refreshing:  At this stage you have two things that occur based on the cards 
in your hand. 
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a) Repentance:  If you have more then seven cards in your hand, you can either 
discharge down to seven cards (your choice what you discharge) or pay two resources 
(of any type) per card above seven to keep it.  The reason this is referred to as 
repentance is because an excess of cards in your hand is seen as having missed 
opportunities. 

b) Refreshing:  If you have less then three cards in your hand, you can either remain 
where you are or pay two resources (of any type) per card to draw up to a maximum of 
three cards in your hand.  This is called refreshing because a depletion of cards in your 
hand is seen as a player really going for God. 

 

6)  Closing Prayer:  This stage ends your turn and triggers any effects that last until end of turn to 
stop.  All Intercede Tokens are removed from the characters they were on and all characters 
return to full listening strength.   

 

Note: 

We suggest as a nice touch to signal the end of your turn that you say the word 
“Amen.” 

 

Note: 

Return to full listening strength?  During a turn, a character can be subjected to a 
sharing of ideas that will utilize his/her listening ability.  A character can only listen 
so much in a given period of time.  Therefore, during the turn all cards that affect 
the sharing on a characters listening strength are additive (meaning they add 
together) and the character returns to full listening strength or ability at the end of 
the turn.  An example would be that a Brother(1:1) Shares the Gospel with a 
Christian(1:3) and then the player controlling the brother plays Love of God which 
applies 3 more points of listening for a total of 4 points which is greater then the 
Christian can effectively handle or listen to and is discharged.  If the player 
controlling Christian played Boldness on him increasing him to a 7:7 then he would 
not be discharged and at the end of the turn would have his full listening strength 
returned (which in our example would be 3 because Boldness is a Divine event 
card that would end its effect at the end of turn). 

 
 
 

5.6  Sharing the Gospel: 
Sharing the Gospel is a fancy way to stating that you and your chosen characters are involved in 
talking about the message of Christ.  This can come from several different types of situations. 
 

1) Talking with a Non-Christian 
2) Talking with a Christian about a particular point of God’s word. 
3) Preaching a sermon 
etc. 

 
The result of sharing can cause characters to be Discharged or cause your SGM points to be 
increased and potentially lead to your Spiritual Maturity.  In short it is the heart of the game. 
 
On your turn during the Christian Walk stage, you may decide if the timing and positioning of cards 
is right to Share the Gospel with your opponents.  It is not required that you share on any turn; 
however remember that Sharing is one of key ways to grow spiritually.  Remember God uses all 
people and situations differently, so pick your time wisely.  The ability to Share the Gospel with 
your opponent comes from your character cards in play.  If you have no characters in play then you 
will not be able to Share the Gospel this turn; however, you will still be able to play any Divine 
Events or Spiritual Cards you may wish to play.  To Share you must follow a few simple steps: 
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Note: 
You may only Share the Gospel once per turn with each opponent.  Therefore, if you are 
playing in a group setting of four players, during your turn you may Share three times (once 
with each opponent). 

 
 
 

5.6.1  Steps to Sharing the Gospel: 
1)  Announce (by placing a Share token on the character or characters) all character cards that will 

partake in the Sharing.   
 

Note: 
Any character or card designated as UnHoly cannot participate in Sharing The Gospel. 

 

2)  Your Opponent will then announce (placing an Intercede token on the character or characters) 
all the valid characters he/she will use to Intercede the Gospel (more on what interceding 
means in the next section).  Your opponent will also announce the assignment of which of his 
characters will intercede with which of your characters. 

 

Note: 
A valid character to Intercede the Gospel is a character that is free of any tokens on 
his/her.  Therefore, a character who has Shared the Gospel or Used an ability since that 
players Opening Prayer stage is not available and therefore not a valid character. 

 

Note: 
Any character or card designated as Holy cannot participate in Interceding The Gospel. 

 

3)  Play any Divine Event cards or any character or spiritual ability that will help your sharing or 
interceding the gospel. 

 

4)  Resolve: 

a)  Any Sharing card that is interceded by a card has blocked your character from your 
opponent this turn.  However, you must still resolve whether either character is 
Discharged (see sections b and c). 

 

b)  If your Sharing card is interceded by a card where the Listening Strength of the 
opponent is less then or equal to your Sharing Strength; then the interceding 
character failed to listen effectively on a point of the Gospel and is Discharged and 
placed on the owners discharge pile unless your opponent can play a card or ability to 
prevent this.   

 

Note: 
During sharing both characters engage simultaneously.  Therefore if an interceding card is 
discharged you must still check if the sharing card is discharged as well (see section c).  
Also, if a card has an ability that alters this rule then follow what the card states.  Finally, it is 
important to return the card to the owner's discharge pile. 

 

c)  On the same token, If you’re Sharing card is interceded by a card where the Sharing 
Strength (interceding cards preach on points of misconception and misunderstanding 
of the points that are simulated to have been raised by the sharing card) of the 
interceding card is greater then or equal to the Listening Strength (sharing cards 
ability to hear the return message) of your card then the character failed to listen 
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effectively to the attempt of clarification on a point of the Gospel and is Discharged 
and placed on the owners discharge pile unless you can play a card or ability to 
prevent this.  If this seems confusing, it will be cleared up in the sample game later in 
the rules. 

 

d)  If your Sharing card is not interceded at all then you (and your characters) are 
considered to have effectively Shared the Gospel and receive Spiritual Growth.  The 
amount of Spiritual Growth is the Sharing Strength of all cards that are not 
interceded (i.e. all cards that affected your opponent).  

 
 
 

5.7  Interceding the Gospel 
Since the concept of characters (especially Christian characters) Interceding the Gospel may 
seem a bit off target, I thought I would provide a point of clarification.  Interceding the Gospel in 
real life includes (but not limited too) the following: 
 

1) A Non-Christian interferes with your attempt to Share the Gospel with your opponent.  An 
example would be a false teacher of false doctrine steps in and sways your opponent even 
though he/she is a Christian to a wrong view on a Bible subject. 

2) A Christian interferes with your attempt to Share the Gospel with your opponent.  An 
example would be a priest of a particular denomination stepping in and swaying your 
opponent toward an unjustified belief that may or may not have Biblical support and there 
are a great many of these (just think of any debated subject within the Christian circles). 

3) A Christian interferes with your attempt to Share the Gospel with your opponent where you 
were mistaken.  An example would be a brother or sister in Christ comes to speak to you 
about a topic that you are incorrect about and need to take corrective action. 

 
Of course, they are other ways, but these are the best three examples that show how a character 
can and will Intercede the Gospel at times.  Thus it is reflected in the game during your pursuit of 
Spiritual Maturity. 
 
 
 

5.8  Challenge 
If you have a Scripture Challenge Card in your hand, you may decide during the Christian Walk 
Stage to challenge an opponent.  You are not required to at any point within a game to challenge 
an opponent.  However, these can be easy Spiritual Growth points that should not be overlooked.   
 
 

5.8.1  Steps to Challenging and Opponent 
1) Announce that you are challenging an Opponent. 
2) Select the opponent to challenge.  In multiplayer games, you may choose any one opponent or 

all opponents to challenge.  If you chose all, then treat them as a single opponent group. 
3) Ask opponent whether he/she wishes to attempt to answer a scripture from the Old 

Testament, New Testament or Random reference (Noted on the card). 
4) Read the opponent the scripture text. 
5) If the opponent can answer, score the following points. 

a) If the opponent can name the book of the bible, score one point. 
b) If the opponent can name the book, chapter and verse, score two points. 

6) The points scored are added to both your opponents and your SGMs. 
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5.9  Winning the Game 
To win the game, you must be the first Believer to achieve Spiritual Maturity (reaching a score of 
33 on your SGM) at then end of any turn.  In the case of a tie, apply the following rules: 
 
1) If a tie occurred due to a card being played, the player who played that card is the winner. 
2) If a tie occurred due to a card ability that is already in play, the owner of that card is the winner. 
 
Even though there is a declared winner, everyone wins because you gain valuable time of 
fellowship, scripture knowledge, and more time glorifying God. 
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6.0  Sample Game: 
 

Note on Formatting: 
In this section, there exists a bit of formatting for understanding what is being referred to.  
To help use this little chart. 
 
Bold – An important game point. 
Italics – A Card name. 
Underline – A stage of a turn. 

 
 

6.1  Game Setup: 
Lets take a look at a small portion of a game between Bill and Pat.  Bill is playing a deck with prayer 
and purity as the spiritual resources.  Pat is playing a deck with love and faith.  They have 
constructed their decks and are ready to play.  Pat places one faith and one love resource out to 
start.  Bill in an interesting move decided not to go with the norm and played out two prayer 
resources.  Both players now read the scriptures from their resource cards in play. 
 
 

6.2  Initial Growth Challenge: 
Bill has won the flip of the coin and is able to go first.    He pulls out a Scripture Challenge card that 
he has set aside for the Initial Growth Challenge and asks Pat the three Scriptures.  Pat happens 
to get one correct and scores one point on his Spiritual Growth Meter (SGM).  Pat then asks Bill 
the three Scripture on his Challenge card.  Bill fairs better and gets all three correct and scores 
three points on his SGM.  So the initial SGMs stand at 1 for Pat and 3 for Bill. 
 
 

6.3  Mercy: 
Both players now draw their cards.  Bill draws two Prayer resources, Pure resource, Multitude of 
Angels, Intervention, Doctrine, and Church.  Pat does not fair as well drawing an Elder, Pastor, 
Patriarch, two Brothers, Conviction, and Fire and Brimstone.  All good cards, but with no extra 
spiritual resources and the fact that these cards are rather costly to play, Pat is in a bad spot.  Pat 
calls for Mercy.  Bill looks quickly at his cards and decides to grant Mercy but chooses not to throw 
his hand and redraw.  Pat does reshuffle and redraw and this time fairs better.  He draws two Love 
resources, two Faith resources, Christian Music, Brother, and a Christian. 
 
 

6.4  First Turn: 
Now it is Bill first turn.  He goes through the steps.  He has no cards to un-use during his Opening 
Prayer stage or anything in play that calls for something to happen during his Worship stage.  The 
next stage is the Praise stage where Bill draws a card.  He pulls a Soldier.  He now enters his 
Christian Walk stage where the first thing he does is Pray for Strength to play a Pure resource.  
Bill reads the scripture off of this card, as he did not start with a Pure resource in play.  This gives 
Bill three total resources in play (2 Prayer, and 1 Pure).  Bill then decides to Bring into Play the 
Soldier.  He flips over one Prayer and one Pure resource to pay the cost.  Bill reads the scripture 
off of Soldier and places it in play. 
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Note: 
A Soldier requires one Prayer resource plus one Neutral (or one of any resource).  By 
flipping over 1 Prayer and 1 Pure Bill fulfills the required cost because the Pure fulfills the 
call for a Neutral. 

 
 

6.5  Sharing without Intercession: 
This brings Bill to an interesting point.  He cannot challenge his opponent because he has not draw 
a Scripture Challenge card.  He can and does decide to Share the Gospel with Pat.  Bill places a 
Share Token on the Soldier to indicate what he is doing.   
 

Note: 
This illustrates an important concept.  It may appear that the first person to go has an 
advantage, but that is not true.  It would be if you were not allowed to start with resources 
out; however, since you do start with resources out, you are able to defend yourself.  For 
example, if Pat had Love of God in his hand he could have used it to discharge the soldier 
before it was able to be effective at sharing the gospel.  The reason that is true comes 
down to timing and how instantaneous style events (i.e. spiritual, divine and abilities) are 
resolved. 

 
Pat having not had a turn yet, does not have anything to intercede with.  Also we know that Pat 
does not have a card in his hand to stop Bill.  So, Bill shares with the Soldier, which has 1 sharing 
point and 1 listening point (1:1) because it is the only Soldier in play.  Thus Bill’s Soldier’s one 
sharing point affects Pat.  Therefore, Bill receives that one sharing point as one point of Spiritual 
Growth.  His SGM now reads 4 (the 3 he had from the initial plus the one he just received).   
 
 

6.6  To Share or Not to Share: 
Bill finishes out his turn since he did not need to do anything during Repentance and Refreshing and 
Closing Prayer stages.  It is now Pat’s first turn.   Just like Bill there is nothing for the first two stages 
of his turn (Opening prayer and Worship).  During his Praise stage, Pat draws Love of God.  As Pat 
enters the Christian Walk stage, Pat decides to Pray for Strength and plays a Faith resource.  This 
gives Pat 2 faith resources and 1 Love resource.  Pat decides to bring some characters into play to 
aid him with his walk.  Pat flips over 1 Love resource to bring in Brother and 2 Faith to bring in 
Christian.  Pat remembers to read the scripture off of each card as he brings it into play.  Now, Pat 
surveys the playing fields and decides to Share the Gospel with Bill using the Brother.  He places a 
Share Token on the Brother to indicate what he is doing.  Bill does not have a character available 
to Intercede the Gospel and is forced to allow the Brother to affect him.  Since the Brother did 
affect Bill with 1 sharing point, Pat receives 1 point of Spiritual Growth (since a Brother has a share 
strength of 1).  This brings Pat to 2 points on his SGM.   
 

Note: 
Some of you might be questioning why Bill could not Intercede the Gospel with his Soldier.  
If you look back, in order to be able to intercede a character must be free of any Use or 
Sharing Tokens to be available.  Since the Soldier shared during this round, he is not 
available for use in interceding the gospel.  The game functions like this due to the fact that 
in real life, life does not wait for Bill to finish what he is doing to have something happen to 
Pat.  Instead many things happen simultaneously.  Therefore, the game has certain 
features that help to portray that. 

 
So, Bill is at 4 points on his SGM and Pat is at 2 points on his SGM.  Remember the goal is to be 
the first one to Spiritual Maturity or 33 points on the SGM.  Both players are well on their way. 
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It is now Bill’s turn again.  During the Opening Prayer stage, Bill removes the Share Token off of his 
Soldier card.  There is nothing to do during Worship, so Bill moves to Praise and draws Partner.  
Bill enters the Christian Walk stage and immediately Prays for Strength by playing a Prayer 
resource.  This gives Bill a total of 3 Prayer resources and 1 Pure resource.  He decides to play 
Multitude of Angels and flips over 1 Pure and 1 Prayer resource.  He remembers to read the 
scripture off of the card.  At this point, Bill decides not to Share the Gospel anticipating that it will 
leave him open during Pat’s turn for Pat to grow spiritual possibly more quickly then him depending 
on the cards he can play towards Spiritual Growth.  So, Bill passes through Repentance and 
Refreshing having nothing to do and does his Closing Prayer stage to end his turn. 
 
Pat is behind and with the addition of another character in play on Bill’s side it will be harder to catch 
up, because the chances of a character effectively Sharing the Gospel when the opponents 
number of characters matches or exceeds yours is very slim.  Pat enters his Opening Prayer stage 
and removes the Share Token off of his Brother.  He has nothing to do during his Worship stage 
and enters Praise to draw a card.  Pat draws another Love resource.  Pat now begins his Christian 
Walk stage by immediately Praying for Strength and playing a Love resource.   
 
 

6.7  A Divine Event that Fizzles: 
Looking at Bill’s characters, Pat decides the best thing to do is to try and level the playing field by 
playing Love of God which would discharge all characters in play due to the large sharing event the 
card invokes.  Pat flips over 1 Love resource and reads the scripture off of the card.  Bill responds 
by flipping over 2 Prayer resources and playing Intervention, a Divine event card that discharges a 
card before it is brought into play.  Since Pat can do nothing, he is forced to discharge Love of God 
and is unable to do what he had wanted to do.  However, Bill in all the excitement of being able to 
stop Pat forgot to read the scripture off of the card.  Pat gives him a minute to remember and then 
finishes his turn by passing through Repentance and Refreshing and Closing Prayer stages.  Pat 
then calls Bill on the missing of reading the scripture.  Bill slaps his head and loses one point of 
Spiritual Growth bringing him back down to 3. 
 
Bill begins his turn by passing through Opening Prayer and Worship stages with nothing needing to 
be done there.  In his Praise stage, he draws another Soldier card.  Bill enters his Christian Walk 
stage by first Praying for Strength and playing a Prayer resource.  This gives Bill 4 Prayer 
resources and 1 Pure resource.  Bill flips two Prayer resources to bring in another Soldier into play 
not needing to read the scripture since he has a Soldier in play.  Since Soldier cards depend on 
each other to become bigger, both of his Soldier cards now have 2 sharing points and 2 listening 
point (2:2).  Bill then flips the remaining two Prayer resources and one Pure resource and plays 
Doctrine.  Bill does remember to read the scripture on the Doctrine card.   
 
 

6.8  Sharing with Intercession: 
Bill announces he is Sharing the Gospel with Pat and places a Share Token on both Soldier cards 
which are now at 3 sharing points and 3 listening points (3:3) each due to the added bonus of 
Doctrine being in play.  Pat, already behind in Spiritual Growth, does not want to give Bill six more 
points and decides to Intercede the Gospel with his Brother and Christian placing Intercede 
Tokens on both characters.  He declares that his Brother will intercede the Soldier to the left and 
his Christian will intercede the remaining Soldier.  Since both characters have been interceded and 
no other Divine cards or abilities were played, there will be no awarding of Spiritual Growth.  
However, looking at the resolution of the Sharing the Gospel has the Brother (1:1) being 
discharged by the Soldier (3:3) while the Soldier still remains in play.  Likewise, the Christian (1:3) is 
discharged by the other Soldier (3:3) while the Soldier will remain in play.  It does not look good for 
Pat at this moment having lost all his characters and is now open to Bill being able to freely Share 
the Gospel with him and earning Spiritual Growth in subsequent turns.  Which in general is a 
good thing, but in terms of Pat trying to win the game is not. 
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6.9  Repentance and Refreshing No Resources: 
Bill now enters the Repentance and Refreshing stage.  Since he has only two cards in hand, he is 
able to pay two resources per card to draw up to a total of three in his hand.  However, Bill has 
used all his resources this turn and is not able to enjoy the possible benefit of another card.  
Therefore, Bill ends his turn by passing through the Closing Prayer stage. 
 
Pat is not is a good situation, but continues to move forward because you never know what card 
you will draw next.  Pat passes through the Opening Prayer and Worship stages to Praise where he 
draws Miracle.  This card could not come at a better time for Pat.  Pat immediately enters his 
Christian Walk stage by Praying for Strength and placing a Faith resource into play.  This brings 
Pat to a total of 3 Faith resources and 2 Love resources in play.  He then flips 2 Faith and 2 Love to 
play Miracle being sure to remember to read the Scripture.  Even if Bill had a card to play, he does 
not have any resource left.  Pat searches his deck and places the Shepherd card in play.  Pat does 
remember to read the scripture off of the Shepherd card being played.  Pat knows that will slow 
down Bill’s sharing ability.  Pat now ends his turn passing through Repentance and Refreshing and 
Closing Prayer with nothing needing to be done. 
 
 

6.10  Using a Character Ability: 
At this point, the game is still close with Bill having 3 points of Spiritual Growth and Pat having 2 
points.  Bill begins his turn and removes the Share Tokens during his Opening Prayer stage.  He 
passes through Worship to Praise and draws Missionary.  Bill smiles.  He enters his Christian Walk 
stage by flipping 4 Prayer resources to bring Missionary into play remembering to read the scripture 
on the card.  He then announces he is Sharing the Gospel with the Multitude of Angels and one of 
the Soldiers.  Pat announces that he is Interceding the Gospel with the Shepherd and places an 
Intercede Token on him.  He also declares that the Shepherd will intercede the Soldier.  At this 
point, Bill announces he is Using his Missionary and places a Use Token on the card.  The 
Missionary has the ability to turn back a card attempting to intercede and Bill declares that the 
Shepherd has to disengage the interceding attempt.  Pat removes the Intercede Token.  
Therefore, both the Multitude of Angels and Soldier affect Pat and Bill receives 4 points (3 from the 
Soldier and 1 from the Multitude of Angels) of Spiritual Growth.  This brings Bill to a total of seven 
points of Spiritual Growth. 
 

Note: 
Pat could not intercede against the Multitude of Angels because it is a spiritual warrior and 
the Shepherd is not.  Since, the Multitude of Angels shares on the spiritual plane and not 
the physical.  It is on Interceding that the Multitude of Angels could choose to enter the 
physical plane if it was needed to perform the intercession. 

 
Bill now enters his Repentance and Refreshing stage.  Once again, he is down to two card and 
does not have the resources needed (he needs 2 and he has 1) to draw a card.  So, Bill ends his 
turn passing through Closing Prayer stage.  At this point, Bill now has 7 points of Spiritual Growth 
to Pat’s 2 points of Spiritual Growth. 
 
 

6.11  A Divine Event that Rocks: 
Pat begins his turn and passes quickly through the Opening Prayer and Worship stage.  During his 
Praise stage, Pat draw Love of God card.  This is good news for Pat.  Pat begins his Christian Walk 
stage by Praying for Strength and playing a Love resource.  This gives him a total of 3 Faith 
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resources and 3 Love resources.  Pat flips over two Faith and two Love resources to play Christian 
Music.  Pat reads the scripture to be sure not to lose any points of Spiritual Growth.  Next Pat flips 
one Love resource and plays Love of God remembering to read the scripture.  This time Bill does 
not have either the resources or a card to stop Pat.  This card effectively discharges all the 
characters that Bill has in play due to an instant sharing with a strength of 3.  Furthermore, Bill loses 
three points of Spiritual Growth due to the Love of God and having discharged characters.  At this 
point, Pat Shares the Gospel with Bill using the Shepherd and placing a Share Token on it.  Since 
Bill now has no characters in play, the Shepherd affects Bill and Pat receives the 7 sharing points 
as 7 points of Spiritual Growth.  At this point, Pat passes through Repentance and Refreshing 
being in the same boat as Bill in that he has one card in his hand, but not enough resources 
available.  Pat ends his turn by Closing Pray stage. 
 
 

6.12  Repentance and Refreshing with Resources: 
Bill is a bit down, but never out until the game is over.  Bill passes through Opening Prayer and 
Worship stage to Praise where he draws a Pure resource.  Bill enters his Christian Walk stage by 
Praying for Strength and plays the Pure resource.  This gives Bill 4 Prayer resources and 2 Pure 
resources.  Bill then flips 4 Prayer resources and plays Partner.  Bill does remember to read the 
scripture.  At this point, Bill enters his Repentance and Refreshing stage and is in a good spot.  He 
has one card in hand and two resources available.  Therefore, he chooses to flip the last two 
resources and draws a card.  He gets a Watchman.  He then ends his turn with his Closing Prayer. 
 
 

6.13  A Worship Stage Event: 
Pat begins his turn and removes the Share Token during his Opening Prayer stage.  The Christian 
Music card in play gives Pat something good during his Worship stage.  He receives 1 point of 
Spiritual Growth bringing him to a total of 10.  During his Praise stage, Pat draws Conviction.  Pat 
enters his Christian Walk stage by Praying for Strength and placing the last resource he has in his 
hand the Love resource.  This gives him a total of 3 Faith resources and 4 Love resources.  Pat 
Shares the Gospel with Bill and like last turn receives 7 points of Spiritual Growth bringing him to 
a total of 17.  Pat then enters his Repentance and Refreshing stage and flips all four Love 
resources to draw two more cards bringing the total in his hand to three cards.  Pat draws faith and 
Scripture Challenger 3 cards.  He ends his turn with his Closing Prayer. 
 
 

6.14  Character Ability Locks Game: 
Bill begins his turn with a smile on his face.  He is behind, but he is about to slow down Pat’s 
advance.  He passes through Opening Prayer and Worship to Praise where he draws a Pure 
resource.  Bill enters his Christian Walk stage and Prays for Strength by playing the Pure card.  
This gives Bill 4 Prayer resources and 3 Pure resources.  Bill now flips 3 Prayer resources to bring 
the Watchman into play.  The Watchman makes it so that no one can Share the Gospel with Bill 
as long as the Watchman remains in play.  This effectively stops Pats rapid advance towards 
Spiritual Maturity.  Bill enters his Repentance and Refreshing stage with some resources available 
to draw cards.  He flips over the 3 Pure and 1 Prayer resources to draw two more cards.  He draws 
Pure and Multitude of Angels.  Bill ends his turn with his Closing Prayer. 
 
 

6.15  Scripture Challenge: 
Pat removes the Share Token during his Opening Prayer stage.  Again the Christian Music card in 
play gives Pat a point of Spiritual Growth during his Worship stage bringing him to a total of 18.  
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During his Praise stage, Pat draws Faith.  Resources are not being a problem for Pat.  He enters 
his Christian Walk stage and Prays for Strength and plays a Faith resource.  This gives him a total 
of 4 Faith resources and 4 Love resources.  Pat now decides to Challenge Bill.  Pat does not need 
to flip any resources because Scripture Challenges do not require any.  He announces his intent 
and asks Bill which category of Scripture he would like.  Bill responds with wanting a New 
Testament scripture.  Pat reads the Scripture and Bill nails it by getting the full reference of Book, 
chapter and verse.  This gives a score of 2 points to both players SGM.  Pat then enters his 
Repentance and Refreshing stage and flips two Love resources to draw one more cards bringing 
the total in his hand to three cards.  Pat draws the Pastor card.  He ends his turn with his Closing 
Prayer.  
 
 

6.16  Concluding Remarks: 
At this point, Bill has 6 points of Spiritual Growth and Pat has 20 points of Spiritual Growth.  
Although Pat is in the lead, he cannot Share the Gospel with Bill as long as Watchman is in play.  It 
is a good and hard fought battle to grow Spiritually for both players.  It has also been a fun and 
enjoyable game to this point.  It is here where we will leave the game.  From this point, the game 
can still go either way depending on which cards are drawn and how they are played.  
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7.0  Things of Other Note: 
 

7.1  Game Terminology: 
Gospel: The GameTM is both complicated and simple.  It is easy to pick up, but can have many 
levels of strategy and fun.  With that in mind there exists within the game some terminology that 
may or may not be confusing.  The following are some of the most common places where 
confusion might exist and explanations following. 
 
 
 

7.1.1  Controlling Characters 
The characters in play represent your sphere of influence as a person.  Inside that sphere you can 
have all kinds of different people that in real life you have very little control over.  However, in the 
game and technically speaking, you do control the characters that you have placed in play.  You 
would have to or else it wouldn’t be much of a game.  In order to specify certain types of events it 
became necessary to have a way to determine which characters were on your side, in your sphere 
of influence and which were not.  Thus the term of control came into play.  Characters that you 
control are all characters in your play area that came either from you playing them or by use of a 
card to use opponent characters.  However they came to your playing area, or sphere of influence, 
they are considered to be under your control.  
 
 
 

7.1.2  Pumping verse non-Pumping Abilities (The Use Symbol) 
While playing Gospel: The GameTM, you will notice that several cards have a special ability.  If this 
ability includes the Use symbol, then the ability is static (i.e. pay the cost and get the ability once 
and then you have to wait until the card becomes unused in your Opening Prayer stage).  
However, other abilities do not require using the card and do not have the Use symbol.  These 
cards are said to be pumpable (i.e. you get the benefit every time you pay the cost for the ability 
thus the only limitation is the amount of spiritual resources).  I think an example would clear this up.  
The Bible card is an empower target card that states as its ability the following: 
 

 
 
This ability is pumpable.  Lets say that you are playing a faith, love deck and have two faith 
resources and one love resources left unused.  If you were Sharing the Gospel (or anytime you 
need to because abilities are like Divine events) with the character this card empowers you could 
pump up the character by using all three resources mentioned to get the character a total benefit of 
3 more sharing points and 3 more listening points (+3:+3).  This works with all abilities that do not 
require the card to be used to activate the ability (i.e. no Use symbol on the card).  Below is an 
example of a card that has an ability that does have the Use symbol and is not pumpable. 
 

 
 
This is the Trumpeter card.  Notice the use symbol.  This card can be used to have a very cool 
effect since this is an instant share and could be used at anytime in the game.  However, this is not 
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an ability the can be used more then once (due to the fact that you would need a card to un-use the 
Trumpeter or wait until your next Opening Prayer stage) per round. 
 
 
 

7.1.3  The Resource Wheel 
Many questions may arise from wanting to understand why a particular resource was used over 
another type of resource or why half the cards are not listed as neutral.  In developing the game, we 
realized the need for balance between the five resource types.  To achieve this balance, we needed 
to look at how cards of one type of resource might interact with cards from another type of 
resource.  To start that process, we developed a little table to help us out. 
 

 Supports Opposes Characterized By 

Faith Pure, Prayer Love, Fasting Powerful, Holy 

Love Pure, Fasting Faith, Prayer Family 

Prayer Faith, Fasting Pure, Love People, Real Life, Day to day 

Fasting Prayer, Love Pure, Faith Dark cards (in the lack of sense). 

Pure Faith, Love Prayer, Fasting Act of God style events, Angels 

 
Ok, before anyone gets into a debate about how can love oppose faith, we looked at this as both 
full of and lack of.  For example, a lack of love and or fasting can lead to opposition to faith.  By the 
same token, a fullness of prayer and love can lead to support fasting.  It not a perfect design, 
because only God can create that, but for this game it works.   
 
Once the table was developed, we were able to move ahead as to where certain cards would 
reside within the game.  Since remembering tables was not my strong suite, we developed a 
graphic we call The Resource Wheel to remind us what supports and opposes each other. 
 

 
 
The way to read the wheel is simple.  Anything that is adjoining (touching on sides not in the middle) 
is considered to be supporting (i.e. Prayer and Purity supports Faith).  Anything that is not adjoining 
the resource in question is considered to oppose that resource (i.e. Faith and Prayer oppose Love).  
Once again it is not a perfect system, but it is very functional and has worked out really well for the 
game and the glory of God. 
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Once this was decided, it was easy to determine where cards would lie in terms of required 
resource.  There was, of course, an exception.  To every rule there has to be at least one, right.  
Well, ours is the neutral (rainbow backed cards) cards.  Neutral cards are either cards that could not 
be placed in any one-resource type and needed two different resource types to adequately describe 
it (i.e. Shepherd card needs Love and Faith resources) or is a card that is just so broad that it 
covers the holy spectrum (i.e. Church is broad enough to cover everything). 
 
 
 
 

7.1.4  Holy, Unholy, Non-Holy, and Non-Unholy 
This may be the single most confusing terminology in the game.  So here is the quick key for 
understanding what is meant by each term. 

a) Holy – A holy card is a card that has the holy symbol (large white cross in the middle 
left section of the card below the artwork) on it.  Simply put it is considered to be a 
card that would be most likely to come from God or a character that is very in tune with 
God’s will. 

b) Unholy – An unholy card is card that has the unholy symbol (large black X in the 
middle left section of the card below the artwork) on it.  Simply put it is considered to 
be a card that would be most likely to not come from God or a character that is the 
farthest thing from being in tune with God. 

c) Non-Holy – A non-holy card is any card that is not holy.  The easy check is to see if 
the holy symbol appears on the card.  If there is no holy symbol on the card then the 
card is considered to be non-holy (i.e. unholy cards and cards that are neither holy or 
unholy).  This may be a little confusing because in our game non-holy does not mean 
unholy. 

d) Non-Unholy – A non-unholy card is any card that is not unholy.  The easy check is to 
see if the unholy symbol appears on the card.  If there is no unholy symbol on the card 
then the card is considered to be non-unholy (i.e. holy cards and cards that are neither 
holy or unholy).  This is also confusing because in our game non-unholy does not mean 
holy. 

 
 
 

7.1.5 Permanently 
This term is applied to an affect that will apply to the character until that character is discharged.   
 

 
 
It is important to note that if a card, which receives a permanent gain, is discharged that gain ends.  
Therefore, if a character, which received a permanent bonus, is discharged then brought back into 
play, it does not retain the permanent bonus.  
 
 
 

7.1.6 Instantaneously Sharing 
This applies to what happens when an instantaneous event (see 7.2  Timing: for more info) calls for 
a Sharing of the Gospel.  
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In these types of cases, this is to be considered an instant sharing where there is no chance for 
interceding.  Other instantaneous events that effect sharing can be used.  Follow the card to resolve 
an instant sharing event. 
 
 
 

7.2  Timing: 
For simplicity sake there are two types of events in this game, events that are instantaneous and 
events that are regular (or not instant in nature).  In the game, bringing cards into play, sharing the 
gospel and interceding the gospel are all regular.  Where Spiritual, Divine and character or card 
abilities are instantaneous.  The main difference is in how you resolve.   
 
Regular events resolve by doing whatever was announced first and proceeding in order of 
announcement until all events have been resolved.  For example, Sharing the Gospel follows a 
series of steps that allow for an opponent to intercede during the event.   
 
Instantaneous events resolve in reverse order or in a last played first resolved (LaPFiR) order.  The 
best way to describe this is to look at an actual situation that might occur in a game. 
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Example: 
 
1) Player 1: Announces he is Sharing the Gospel with his Husband in play. 
2) Player 2: Responds and declares that he is using his Trumpeter’s ability to do 

an instantaneous share with a strength of 2 against the Husband. 
3) Player 1: Responds by playing Condemnation on the Trumpeter with a 

strength of 3 to attempt to discharge the Trumpeter. 
4) Player 2:  Plays Intervention to stop the Condemnation. 
5) Player 1: Plays Lion of Judah to remove Trumpeter from the game. 
 
Ok, that is a lot of stuff all going on.  Lets break down the resolutions here into the 
steps necessary (this is actually a little easier then it looks) remembering the 
instantaneous events resolve by last played first resolved. 
 
Step 1 
First, item 1, is not an instantaneous event and the rest are.  So, we need to place 
item 1 on hold for a moment to see if the instantaneous events will change the 
outcome. 
 
Step 2 
Ok, the remainder is all instantaneous events, so we apply the LaPFiR rule.  The 
last played is the Lion of Judah.  This card removes the Trumpeter from the game. 
 
Step 3 
Intervention discharges a card before it can be played.  Condemnation never 
made it into play because Intervention stopped it. 
 
Step 4 
The Trumpeter cannot use his ability since he has been removed from game. 
 
Result 
The Husband can proceed with Sharing the Gospel. 

 
Basically what happened was that there was a lot of card playing to attempt to stop the Husband 
from Sharing the Gospel; however, in the resolution of all this nothing was changed.  This is not 
always the case.  If Player 1 did not have the Lion of Judah card to play in item 5, then the outcome 
would have been different.  Just to contrast, lets look at the resolution of the above situation without 
item 5. 
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Example: 
 
1) Player 1: Announces he is Sharing the Gospel with his Husband in play. 
2) Player 2: Responds and declares that he is using his Trumpeter’s ability to do 

an instantaneous share with a strength of 2 against the Husband. 
3) Player 1: Responds by playing Condemnation on the Trumpeter with a 

strength of 3 to attempt to discharge the Trumpeter. 
4) Player 2:  Plays Intervention to stop the Condemnation. 
 
Ok, that is a lot of stuff all going on.  Lets break down the resolutions here into the 
steps necessary (this is actually a little easier then it looks) remembering the 
instantaneous events resolve by last played first resolved. 
 
Step 1 
First, item 1, is not an instantaneous event and the rest are.  So, we need to place 
item 1 on hold for a moment to see if the instantaneous events will change the 
outcome. 
 
Step 2 
Ok, the remainder is all instantaneous events, so we apply the LaPFiR rule.  The 
last played is the Intervention.  Intervention discharges a card before it can be 
played.  Condemnation never made it into play because Intervention stopped it. 
 
Step 4 
The Trumpeter can use his ability since nothing is preventing that.  The use of the 
Trumpeter’s ability discharges the Husband card. 
 
Result 
The Husband cannot proceed with Sharing the Gospel since he has been 
discharged. 

 
Here the result is very different, in that the Husband has been discharged and not able to Share the 
Gospel.  The main reason follows the resolving of instantaneous events in a last played first 
resolved order. 
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7.3  Tokens: 
 

Name Token 

Use 

 

Share 

 

Intercede 

 

 
 
1) Use Token:  A Use Token is the token that is placed on top of a card when you use the cards 

ability.  These are not removed until your next Opening Prayer Stage. 
2) Share Token:  A Share Token is the token placed on top of each character that is sharing the 

gospel.  These are not removed until your next Opening Prayer Stage. 
3) Intercede Token:  An Intercede Token is the token placed on top of each character that is 

interceding the gospel.  These are not removed until the very next Opening Prayer Stage. 
 
 
 
 

7.4  Attributes: 
 



Name Symbol 

Holy 

 
Unholy 

 
Zeal 

 

 

Name Symbol 

Unique 

 
Unity 

 
Charisma 

 
Spiritual Warrior 

 

 
 
1) Holy:  A Holy character is a character that cannot participate in Resisting the Gospel.  It can 

aid in Sharing the Gospel.  A Holy Character cannot have any Unholy empowerments placed 
on it; however, unholy spiritual and divine cards can be played on them unless the card states 
otherwise. 

2) Unholy:  (Opposite of Holy) An Unholy character is a character that cannot participate in 
Sharing the Gospel.  It can aid in Resisting the Gospel.  A Unholy Character cannot have 
any holy empowerments placed on it; however, holy spiritual and divine cards can be played on 
them unless the card states otherwise. 

3) Zeal:  A character with zeal is considered to be highly ready to Share the Gospel.  Therefore, 
you may choose to have this character double its Sharing Strength for one turn.  If you do this, 
you must Discharge character at the end of that turn during the Closing Prayer stage due to 
having temporarily exhausted their ability to Share.  

4) Unique: A character with this ability is considered to be unique in nature and only one can exist 
in play per player.  Therefore, if you draw a second copy of the card you cannot play it until the 
first leaves play. 

5) Unity:  A character with Unity has the ability to pull people together to work together.  In the 
game, it means that this character may join with another character to Share or Intercede the 
Gospel.  A character with Unity may join with as many other characters as the player has in 
play.  So, if you had the False Teacher card in play with a Christian, Brother, and Priest, you 
can choose to united the False Teacher with any, all or none of the cards listed.  The unified 
group is to be treated as one character with no abilities or attributes.  This works for both 
Sharing and Interceding the Gospel. 

6) Charisma:  A character with charisma is a very influential person.  A very likable person.  
Someone you would usually like to be around.  A person who has charisma usually has 
developed skills in the area of communication whether by compassion, authority, or other 
means to persuade people to their point of view.  The game reflects this ability.  If a character 
has Charisma Shares the Gospel and is Interceded by an opposing character card resolution 
is slightly different.  It would follow the steps above in Sharing the Gospel except that any 
excess Sharing Strength points above the Interceding Listening Strength is considered to 
have affected the opponent player and is therefore points to be added to your SGM. 

 

Example: 
The Shepherd card (a 7:7 with Charisma) is interceded by a Husband card (a 2:2).  The 
sharing strength of the Shepherd is 7 and the listening strength of the husband is 2.  This 
gives us a difference of 5 points, and since the Shepherd has charisma that 5 points is 
considered to have affected the opponent and is added to your SGM.  At this point, the 
opponent may play a card or ability to prevent some or all of those Spiritual Growth 
points, but this excess did affect the player due to the Charisma ability. 
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7) Spiritual Warrior:  A Spiritual Warrior is a character that has the ability to exists or be aware of 
two planes of existence.  First is the physical world that we all are part of, and the second is the 
spiritual realm where God, angels, demons, etc exist.  A Spiritual Warrior has been gifted by 
God to be aware of what happens in the spiritual realm.  What this means in the game is the 
following: 
A) A Spiritual Warrior cannot be interceded by a non-Spiritual Warrior character.  This is due 

to the ability of the character to exist on the two planes. 
B) A Spiritual Warrior can intercede both Spiritual Warrior and non-Spiritual Warrior 

characters.  Once again this is because of the uniqueness of a Spiritual Warrior being able 
to exist on the two planes. 

 
 
 

7.5  Category: 
 
Categories are a very interesting subject.  In the course of creating the game and developing 
characters, empowerments, etc, it became necessary to have another facet for defining cards.  
This facet is the category (which could be considered a Sub-Sub-Type if you prefer).  A category is 
a subset of cards that are linked together in one way or another based on what the cards are.  For 
example, Priest and Pastor are both Ministers and anything that might affect a minister would affect 
them both.  So, this is where category comes in.  The categories developed so far (and will 
probably be expanded in expansions) are: 
 

Category Base Resource 

General N/A 

Angel Pure 

Artisan Love 

Bible Character Any 

Faction Fasting 

Category Base Resource 

Family Love 

Idol Prayer 

Minister Faith 

Possession Fasting 

Warrior Prayer 

 
For most cards, they are in the General category, which means that there is no special distinction 
between them and any other card.  Any card that has a category will be listed in the bottom of the 
Ability section of the card.  
 

 
 
In the example above, the Molten Image card has a category of Idol and thus will receive any 
pluses or minuses that other cards in play or brought into play give Idol cards. 
 
 
 

7.6  Deck Construction: 
To construct a deck is a very unique, challenging and fun process.  That is why we provide you with 
some rules and tips for constructing a play deck. 
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7.6.1  Rules for Constructing a Deck 
In order to have balance in the game, there are a few rules that must be followed when constructing 
a deck. 

1) There is no upper or lower limit on the number of cards in a play deck.  However, in the 
course of playing, you will discover that decks with too few cards or too many cards will just 
not function.   So, take care when you decided how large your deck should be. 

2) Except for Resources and Scripture Challenge cards, there can be no more then four of 
any one card in your deck.  This comes from the fact that there are four spiritual areas that 
effect things within your sphere of influence.  Those four spiritual areas are things from 
God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and yourself. 

3) There can be no more then ten and no less then one Scripture Challenge cards in a deck.  
You are required to have at least one Scripture Challenge card in every deck you build.  
However, you will find it more interesting if you have more then one. 

4) There can be any number of resources in a deck.  Since resources are basically where you 
gain your ability to function in the game, it is important to be able to have enough of them in 
a deck.   

5) There is no requirement on how many different types of resources can exist in one deck. 
 
 

7.6.2  Tips for Constructing a Deck 
The rules are there for balance, tips are here for suggestions that might help with increasing the fun 
factor by allowing for cards to work well.  Again, these are only suggestions and do not have to be 
followed. 

1) Although there is not limit, you will probably never need to build a deck with more then 100 
cards in it maximum or less then 30 cards in it minimum.  The reason is the following.  Too 
few cards and the deck will become stale due to lack of variety of cards that come into play 
and will become easy to build a defense against.  Too many cards and the deck will 
become bogged down with the lack of ability to get the cards that you need in your hand 
when you need. 

2) Although there is no limit on resources, number of total characters, or number of other 
event cards, it is advisable to break your deck up into sections.  A typical style deck would 
probably contain about one-third resources, one-third characters, and one-third other 
(events, empowerments, spiritual, etc.) cards with a few beneficial locations sprinkled in. 

3) You must have at least one Scripture Challenge card in your deck so that it will provide the 
chance for increased fun during play.  However, it is suggested that you have somewhere 
between three and seven Scripture Challenge cards.  The main reason is that these can be 
easy points of Spiritual Growth.  Sure your opponent gains the points also, but remember 
the object is to be the first to Spiritual Maturity and if a tie the one who played the card 
wins.  And should your opponent not be able to answer, there is no negative affect.  It is a 
win-win situation. 

4) It is suggested that you limit the number of different types of resources per deck.  The main 
reason is the lack of ability to draw the needed resource increased with the addition of 
more resource types.  That is not that you could not create a theme deck that may function 
well with four or five different types, but typically they will not function well.  Most functional 
decks will have no more then three-resource types, and even more common will be the two 
resource decks. 

 
 
 
 

7.7  Rarity: 
 
Rarity will be denoted by a symbol in the upper right hand segment of the card.  The following 
symbols will be used for rarity. 
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Rarity Symbol Approximate percentage 
of rarity based on full set. 

Common 

 

15% 

Uncommon 

 

25% 

Rare 

 

60% 

 
Rarity is the function of limited cards within the set to create the collectible aspect.  Rare cards are 
cards that are the hardest to find and in the game will have the biggest impact on the game.  
Uncommon cards are cards that are easier to find, but if this were real life you would have to go 
seek them out.  In the game, they are cards that are fairly powerful.  Common cards are cards that 
could be found anywhere.  In the game, these cards are usually cheap to bring into play and may 
not do much else without empowerments. 
 
 

7.8  Expansions: 
 
Should God bless the game to have expansions, the expansion symbol will be placed in the upper 
right hand corner just to the left of the rarity symbol. 
 
 
 

7.9  Overall Notes: 

1)  If any card contradicts Scripture, then the Scripture is correct. 

2)  If a card’s action contradicts the basic rules presume the card is correct.  

3)  Unless noted all Scriptural text is taken from the King James Bible. 

4)  During the stages of a turn it is a fun way to play to feel free (and almost required for the best of 
fellowship and glorifying God) to share testimony and/or life experiences that come to mind as 
you play a card or cards in the game.  This will allow for the greatest time of communing 
together with Christ. 

5)  I realize our natural tendency will be to let the other believer share the gospel and win; however, 
then there would not be a game to play.  So, be sure to intercede as if you were struggling with 
the topic that the player in sharing.  That way you and your opponent can get the most fun and 
fellowship out of the gospel. 

6)  A fun way to play this game is to use it as a sharing tool.  To do this build two decks and invite a 
non-believer to play.  Give him one of the decks, explain the rules and play the game.  Then 
during the course of the game share the gospel while you are playing.  God may use the game 
as an icebreaker and lead someone to Him through it. 
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8.0  Glossary: 
 

Challenge Since a goal of this game is to learn scripture, a challenge is a chance for two 
players to gain spiritual growth based on the knowledge of scripture. 
 

Charisma Charisma is an attribute that allows a character to still affect the opponent 
player even though a character has interceded him.  
 

Christian Walk The largest player stage where you can share the gospel, challenge an 
opponent, and bring cards into play. 
 

Closing Prayer The last stage in a players turn.  All intercede tokens are removed and all 
characters are returned to full listening capabilities. 
 

Discharge The act of taken the card in question (whether from hand, play, etc.) and 
placing it on your discharge pile 
 

Discharge Pile A stack of cards that represents cards that have been played or that have 
been discharged from play or owners hand.  They are a holding area should 
the game go on long enough that a players deck runs out and the need to 
recycle the discharge pile occurs.  
 

Holy A holy card is a card that is considered to most likely to be in tune with God’s 
will.  Because of this, a holy character cannot participate in Interceding the 
Gospel. 
 

Interceding the Gospel The act of preventing the full message of Christ on some issue from affecting 
the opponent player. 
 

Non-Holy Non-Holy means not holy or any card that does not have the holy cross 
symbol on it. 
 

Non-Unholy Non-unholy means not unholy or any card that does not have the unholy X 
symbol on it. 
 

Opening Prayer The players first stage, where all remaining tokens are removed off of players 
cards in play. 
 

Permanently Permanently for this game refers to a bonus that affects a character until that 
character is discharged. 
 

Praise A stage to allow the player to draw a card from their deck. 
 

Pumping Pumping is the ability to use a cards ability over and over again limited only 
by the amount of spiritual resources available. 
 

Rarity Rarity denotes that frequency of printing of the card as compared to other 
card types. 
 

Repentance and 
Refreshing 

A special stage to examine the players hand and see if action needs to be 
taken based on the number of cards in his/her hand. 
 

SGM Spiritual Growth Meter 
 

Sharing the Gospel The act of speaking or talking about the message of Christ. 
 

Spiritual Growth Spiritual Growth is the affect of becoming a stronger Christian as you walk 
out your Christian life. 
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Spiritual Maturity Spiritual Maturity is achieved when a player gains 33 points of Spiritual 
Growth 
 

Spiritual Warrior A Spiritual Warrior is a character that exists or is aware of two planes of 
existence.  The physical world and the spiritual realm. 
 

Unholy An unholy card is a card that is considered to be least likely to be in tune with 
God’s will.  Because of this, an unholy character cannot participate in sharing 
the gospel. 
 

Unity The ability to bring people together for a common goal which could be 
sharing the gospel or interceding the gospel. 
 

Worship A special stage for cards to utilize for special bonuses or minuses to the 
game play. 
 

Zeal The act of being superbly charged and ready to Share the Gospel. 
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